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Editor’s Notes
 They say that all good things must come 
to an end and now is the time for Harrier 
Magazine to say goodbye. Asia-Pacific 
Harrier made its debut at Goa Interhash 
in September 2002 and has published 
continuously since that time. The print 
magazine moved beyond the Asia-Pacific 
region and became Harrier Magazine in 
2009. A digital edition started in 2012 and 
will continue publication until the end of 
2019.

I would like to thank all of our readers, 
contributors and events that have 
supported the magazine during these 
years. Special thanks to Ajarn Keemau 
whose On the Ice column was a 
favourite among our readers, as were the 
Adventures of Hash Boy by Nut & Honey 
and Whack. Guest writers who attended 
HHH events and shared their stories 
were an important part of every edition of 
the magazine. Regional correspondents, 
Head Mistress in Africa, Yark Sucker 
in Europe, CIA, Quick Drawers, and 
many others broadened the magazine’s 
coverage to include content from all over 
the world.

Special thanks to Jimmy Wilkins, who 
did a fantastic job with the graphics in 
every edition of Harrier Magazine for the 
past ten years. 

Harrier Magazine would not have been possible without the 
constant support and level headed counsel from Lisa Sukita 
every step of the way. 

The many friends we met and the places we visited will be fond 
memories forever.

On On and I hope to see you on trail again soon.

Jim Edens, Publisher
Harrier Magazine International Edition
Fun on the run since 2002
www.HarrierMagazine.com

 Jim & Lisa say 
Aloha
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Compiled by Julie Burgess

UK Nash Hash, 23-26 August 
One Week after Eurohash, the Scottish Hash consortium will be hosting the 
UK Nash Hash.

It will be held in the heart of the Scottish Borders approximately an hour 
south of Edinburgh. Caledonia Hashers have come together to provide a 
value for money weekend at The Border Union Agricultural Showground in 
Kelso.

There could be a Bash on Friday. Otherwise, be ready for the pub crawl on 
Friday night. Perhaps you might find a wee bit of whisky? There will be a full 
schedule of trails on Saturday and Sunday, as well as a hangover trail on 
Monday. Enjoy the trails through the beautiful green rolling hills and castles 
of Southern Scotland.
https://sites.google.com/site/uknashhash2019/home

top HasHing events
2nd HalF oF 2019
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German Nash Hash, 30 August-1 September 
Two weeks after Eurohash, GNH is hosted in the beautiful city that once actually 
ruled Great Britain, where people are so poor they can’t afford a dialect, and 
that has the equivalent of New York City’s Central Park within its city borders: 
Hannover. 

On this weekend, the Hannover Hash House Harriers will be celebrating 
their 35th anniversary. H4 was founded in 1984 and has been going strong 
ever since, running every second and last Sunday of the month. They will be 
celebrating in proper hash style in the heart of Hannover, close to the beautiful 
Maschsee. They have secured accommodation and a great party location just 
a few tumbles from the city lake. 

There will be runs accommodating each type of hasher, be it a ballbreaker 
that will leave you wishing you had packed more blister band aids or a walker 
trail that could qualify as a swim due to the amount of beer you have, and of 
course, anything in between. 

Make sure to grab one of the last remaining regos and register on the website:
www.gnh2019.hannoverhash.de. H4 is looking forward to welcoming you all 
in Hannover, and on the Sunday sending you all home with a Hannover hang-
over!

The Munich Oktoberfest Hash, 27-29 September
The 27th Annual Oktoberfest Hash Weekend will be held from the 27th - 
29th September 2019 in Munich, Germany. It all starts on Friday night as the 
hashers gather somewhere in Munich for a trail and circle. Hashers greet old 
friends whilst drinking a Weizen beer or a Helles The circle is lit by many small 
fire torches, and the down downs are given just as the sun sets. Afterwards, a 
traditional Bavarian dinner is served. Many hashers retire early, because just 
like a Bavarian Farmer, the hashers will need to wake up early on Saturday 
morning. 

At 9:15 on Saturday morning, the sleepy hashers all gather on the S-bahn 
platform for a train into the Bavarian countryside, the foothills of the Alps. Upon 
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leaving the train, one can sense the chill in the air and feel the dampness 
from the dew on the ground. Waiting at the beer van is Speedo Gonzales, the 
famous Munich H3 Biermeister, dressed in his fabulous leather Lederhosen, 
handing sleepy, thirsty hashers a glorious cold Bavarian beer. To add a festive 
note to the hash, many hashers are wearing their Hash Dirndls made of old 
hash T-shirts and felt running Lederhosen. This unique hash gear is made 
lovingly by Boo who rarely misses an Oktoberfest weekend. 
www.boo-coo-toor.com.
 
Normally the running trail is 12-14 km with 2 beer stops.  Afterwards, Speedo 
taps the wooden keg, and lunch is served. After everyone has returned, the 
circle begins. Munich H3 has a long tradition of top notch Religious Advisors, 
who have long, yet entertaining circles, AC/DC being the most Infamous. 
After the circle winds down, hashers change into the more traditional dirndls 
and Lederhosen and dash off to the Oktoberfest. As the S-bahn approaches 
Munich, more people enter the train and anticipation builds for the big event. 
The hashers make their way through the crowd to the Armbrustschützenzelt, 
where Munich H3 reserves their tables. The hashers all receive coupons 
for a half Chicken and 2 Mass. Note that a Mass is a 1 litre beer, since in 
Bavaria, size matters. If 2 litres of beer are not enough, one can also try the 
Williamsschapps at a small kiosk in a dark corner of the fest tent. The aroma of 
baked chicken dominates one’s sense of smell. The Schlager music is blaring 
and there is dancing on the benches.  

On Sunday morning at 11:00, the hangover trail begins. The drink stop is 
traditionally Prosecco and Orange Juice. After the run, there is another 
amazing lunch spread and another monster circle. When there is no more 
to say, some of the crowd will return to the fest for a quiet evening, at least 
relative to Saturday, of dancing on the benches and toasting to the good life 
with fellow hashers. www.munich-h3.com
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The Belgian Nash Hash, and 30th Anniversary Weekend, 05-07 June 2020
To celebrate the 30th anniversary, BMPH3 will host the Belgian Nash Hash at 
the Castle on the Domaine Mozet, an hour south of Brussels.

www.mozet.be
The GM, Rack of Lamb, will lovingly greet Hashers on Friday evening at 
registration. TEAM BEER, led by Rumple Foreskin, will be serving 30 different 
glorious Belgian Beers, one for each year of the BMPH3. Before drinking a 
10% ABV Belgian Beer, hashers will first need to make their way through the 
Hogwortesque Maze du Chateau to find their shabby chic dormitory rooms. 
The Friday night of Belgian Nash Hash traditionally features a Pub Crawl, yet 
as the Castle is in the middle of nowhere, this year, there will be the Fabulous 
Domaine Crawl around the picnic tables of the grassy Domaine, each table 
having a different hashy theme. Drink stops will include Men’s BBQ & Beer 
Emporium, the DIVA Bubbly Boudoir and the ever tropical Opie Cocktail Safari. 
Now, the challenge remains to work one’s way through the castle maze and 
find one’s bed.

On Saturday morning bight and early, after a breakfast croissant, the Ball 
Breakers will follow Pink Panther and Sugar Tits for a 25-30 km trail through 
the gorgeous and hilly Meuse River Valley, the same area as the Brussels Beer 
Odyssey Ball Breaker trail was held in 2014. 

Of course, our little hash icon, Higgins, will bring his bag of tricks into the circle 
and give a few Down Downs. Featured in the circle are our fabulously dressed 
Beer Wenches and our infamous BMPH3 Hush Hush girls who are dressed to 
kill and armed with Belgian Jenever.

After a BBQ, the party will commence in the grand ball room. It is only fitting 
that the theme of a weekend in a castle would be Disney. One wonders which 
Princesses and Beasts will appear. Dancing will continue late into the night. 
Sunday features hare of the dog cocktails, yet another trail though the amazing 
countryside, and of course, another crazy circle. www.bmph3.com
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Pan Indo Hash Kupang - August 1 to 3
Venue will be Swiss Belinn Kristal Hotel in Kupang (Island of Timor)
Day one will be a green dress run, day two there will be short, medium, long 
and super long trails. On day three there will be a recovery run (short, medium 
and long). 
About the only way to get to Kupang is by air passing thru Bali. The air fare is 
rather high. 
The web site gives the details in Bahasa. (You can translate to English or any 
other language using Google translate)  
https://www.panindohash2019.com

Borneo Nash Hash –Kota Kinabalu- Sep 13-15

Japan Nash Hash October 12-14
Lake Yamanaka in the Mt. Fuji area. About 2 hours south west of Tokyo. 
Included in the price is 2 nights in the Hotel Toushoukan and meals for 3 days. 
The hash has booked the entire hotel. All of the events will start and finish in 
the hotel and all of the after trail parties and circles will be in the conference 
room of the hotel.  See my article in the November – December 2018 edition of 
this magazine for details about the 2018 Japan Nash Hash. This year’s even 
will follow the same format. 
http://sumoh3.gotothehash.net/japan-nash-hash-2019-2/

Philippines Anniversary Events October 18-26
The following are planned for Angeles City H3 Subic Bay H3 and La Union H3:
October 18 Pattaya Jungle Monkey outstation -  Angeles City (invitation only) 
October 19 BEACH Hash Angeles City This is usually a town run followed by 
a bar hop. Men only
October 20 Angeles City H3 41st Anniversary
October 21 Subic Bay H3 26th Anniversary
October 22 Bundok Hash – X rated men only
October 26 La Union 37th Anniversary
Puerto Galera H3 will have their anniversary event in October or early 
November but they have not published anything yet.

by Steve Roney aka Bush Diver

top HasHing events
2nd HalF oF 2019
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Asia United Hash – November 21-24
This will be one of the major hash events of the year in in Taojuan Taiwan. 
There are already nearly 1700 signed up and they expect a lot more. On the 
21st there will be a preregistration, red dress run and a meet and greet party. 
On the 22nd there will be registration, hash bazar, opening ceremony, dinner 
dance and shows. On the 23rd there will be a selection of runs followed by 
socializing, circles a big dinner dance and shows. On the 24th there will be 
more runs and after run activities. There are also prelube activities (Hehuan 
Mountain, Swallow Groto)  planned for November 16 to 20th and a post lube 
(Yangmingshan Volcano Area) for November 25. 
https://tbh3a.org.tw/asia-united-hash-in-taoyuan-taiwan

Events for 2020 and 2021:
There will be many events but these are for sure:
Aussie Nash Hash- Adelaide March 19-21, 2021
New Zealand Nash Hash- Hawkes’s Bay February 5-7, 2021
Philippine Nash Hash- La Union February 2021

Phnom Phen H3 is thinking about hosting  a Nash Hash in 2020, Japan 
always has a Nash Hash in October. There will be a Mekong Indo China Hash 
probably in November 2020. The next Pan Asia Hash will be in 2021. For sure 
something will be happening in Malaysia and Indonesia in 2020 and 2021. 
Keep checking this magazine and gotothehash.net for further updates.
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by Julia Stanton 

Nigeria Nash Hash
Where:  Abuja, Nigeria, West Africa
When:  9 – 12 August 2019
Abuja Hash House Harriers will be hosting the 6th national hashing event that 
brings together hashers from all over Nigeria, and beyond.  Abjua H3 invite 
you to taste their beer and explore the sights and sounds of the capital of 
Nigeria.  https://www.facebook.com/groups/AbujaHash/

Kampala H3 2000th Run
Where:  Uganda, East Africa
When:  13 – 15 September 2019
One of the largest hashes in Africa, founded in 1986 celebrate their 
2000th in September.  Come and join the fun and see why over 150 
hashers participate every Monday evening. https://www.facebook.com/
groups/1404392613127340/

top HasHing events
2nd HalF oF 2019
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Naivasha Relay
Where:  Kenya, East Africa
When:  12 – 13 October 2019
This is an annual event organised by Nairobi hash house harriers starting in 
Nairobi and following an 83 dirt-road track down the Rift Valley escarpment 
ending in Naivasha.  Teams of 9 runners take it in turns to run sections 
with a lot of drinking and dancing in between. https://www.facebook.com/
nairobi.hashhouseharriers

Lome H3 30th Anniversary
Where:  Lome, Togo, West Africa
When:  1 – 3 November 2019 
5 years have passed since our last opportunity to invite the international 
Hash House Harriers community to come and celebrate a fantastic and 
memorable Jubilee.  A great and friendly atmosphere is guaranteed.  There 
will be a Red Dress Run on Friday evening, a great Monster Run and a 
Halloween party on Saturday  (don’t forget your costumes….), followed by 
a “normal”  run on Sunday morning. Come and join us and experience the 
gentle lifestyle of Togo. Those who came for the 25th Jubilee still remember. 
We have the know-how. One thing is certain, the beer will flow. For more 
information, contact Radish yporee@gmail.com

Addis Ababa H3 2000th Run
Where:  Ethiopia, Horn of Africa
When:  1 – 3  November 2019
The highest hash in Africa founded in 1981 also hits the 2000th run milestone 
in 2019.  Come and run in the highlands of Africa in the land of origins 
running or climbing up to 3000 metres at times and enjoy cold St George’s 
Beer to celebrate this achievement.  More details, once it is organised.  
https://www.facebook.com/groups/aahhh/

Annual Camp Out Hash and Red Dress Run
Where:  Cairo, Egypt, North Africa
When:  15 November 2019
Cairo H3 have sent through a long list of events happening through July – 
November.  Why not join them for a camp out in the desert in November or 
check their facebook page for news of other special events.  https://www.
facebook.com/CairoHashHouseHarriers
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Welcome To Hashing In Nay Pyi Taw 

Nay Pyi Taw Hash House Harriers becomes 
the the newest addition to the Global List Of 

Hash Kennels.

Nay Pyi Taw is the Capital Of Myanmar. Its 
one of the Quietest, Bestest, Prettiest & 
Lovliest places in the world. It is also the 

center to the Hashes who would like to visit 
the more famous & touristic cities such as 
Bagan, Mandalay, Lake Inle, Golden Rock & 

Hpa An to name a few.

It all started over a few beers at the Park 
Royal Hotel & today NPT H3 has completed 

over 10 runs. Shortly the Inaugural 
Outstation Weekend will take place in 

February !!! In Bagan. 

Nay Pyi Taw H3 is a Family Hash & meets 
up every other Sunday at 3 p.m. ( Hash 
Time) at Park Royal for a Run or Walk & 

socializing. Also the Park Royal Hotel offers 
entertainment time & again.

Hashes from all over the world are offered Special Room Rates staying at Park Royal. Please 
contact the Co Founders given below to get your Special Rates! 

Hasitha Hot Plate Manthriratne +959421073878 or hasitha74@gmail.com
Nay Myo aka Room Service +959443033441

Or visit our website www.naypyitawhash.com 

So why wait??? Enjoy the serenity of this Beautiful Capital City Of Myanmar

Introducing Probably The Second Hash Heritage House 
Nay Pyi Taw H3 recently opened its Hash Heritage House recently at Park Royal Hotel Nay Pyi Taw
It’s first major event will be it’s 50th Run. Watch out for more details followed by a flyer.
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PROOFING contact:
Richard Coats <racoats03@gmail.com>

The Grenada Hash starts meeting up on Saturdays at 3:30 PM; but, the 
Hash start, with announcements by the GM and Hare of the day, does 
not occur until 4PM. This hash group is reportedly the largest hash in the 

Caribbean with sometimes close to 300 hashers out on a hash. On April 13th, 
I estimated the turnout to be closer to 150. 

The start point for this hash was in the northeastern area of the island. Since 
I am doing estimates, I’d venture less then 10% of Grenada is actually flat. 
The remainder is obviously mountainous in appearance. A main tourist area 
is on the southeastern area of Grenada, around Grand Anse Beach. The 
journey by Hash arranged, pick-up Van service, from SE to NE Grenada, 
along windy roadways, up, down and thru the countryside over less than a 20-
mile distance took 1.5 hrs. It was an interesting ride and one which provided 
a good opportunity to see a lot of the island.

Caribbean Hashing 
in Grenadaby Quick Drawers

vieW of Part of 
st george’s
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The hare for the day was “Robbie” and trail started in the River Sallee area. 
There were both runner and walker trails which branched off from each other 
on several occasions. A small village area greeted the hashers shortly after 
they headed out an up-hill trail. It continued a gradual climb thru a wooded 
area on a wide sticky muddy path until it came out high above the nearby 
coastline. On downhill from there ended up with hashers strolling along the 
coastline in soft sand and plentiful wet/drying sea grass along the beach. 
Passing some grazing cattle, a narrow trail then branched off thru thicker 
jungle type vegetation, crossing two small streams and back uphill once again. 
Exiting out onto a paved road got the pack back into the vicinity of the start with 
a final downhill section and a bit more shoe clinging mud with some occasional 
grassy areas. 

Once, On In at the finish, Hashers proceeded to purchase their favorite 
Carib or Stag beer (3 for $12EC = $4.50) and verbally rehash the trail among 
themselves, which we know always happens. Hot catered food (barbecued 
pork or ¼ Chicken) was available for purchase ($12 EC = $4.50) and as the 

Passing thru a 
small village area

Continuing 
on trail

granD anse beaCh sCene
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pork had sold out rather quickly l enjoyed the really good barbecued chicken 
and its accompanying potato salad.

The GH3 website, grenadahash.com is up to date and includes their hash 
schedule info along with each future runs Venue location. The POC for 
getting transportation from your hotel to each hash is - Kelly Henry. He is very 
responsive and reliable and he can be reached at 406-4328. The reasonable 
cost of this friendly door to hash venue service and back is well worth not 
having to worry about drinking and driving or even just driving back to your 
hotel after dark, on Grenada’s windy roads.

Thanks again to the Grenada Hash and the Hare “Robbie” for a well-marked 
and scenic hash trail. 

PaCk heaDing out anD 
on uP from the start

gh3 gm anD 
hare robbie 

With Pre-run 
announCements

granD anse beaCh in the DistanCe, 
vieW from st george’s
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t
his year’s Pan Africa hash was held in Freetown, the capital of Sierra 
Leone finally after its original plan to host in 2015.  Unfortunately this 
had to be postponed due to the Ebola outbreak and therefore this was 

an event (especially those who had registered six years ago in Ghana) had 
been waiting for.  The event was from 31st May – 2nd May and around 250 
hashers attended with hashers from Nigeria making up the largest group of 
international hashers.  There were also many hashers from Europe with the 
furthest flung being the Solomon Islands.

freetoWn, sierra leone

Pan
afriCa
hash
2019 

by Julia Stanton
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What Was great about the event?
-	 In general, a lot of fun was had by all with new contacts and friend-

ships being made across the African continent.

-	 The way the disorganising committee were able to deal with all the 
complicated last minute issues affecting the planned run sites.  Due to 
political demonstrations in the city on Friday afternoon and the fact that 
one of the opposition parties’ wears red, the Red Dress Run through 
the city had to be cancelled at the last minute.  An alternative run was 
held along Lumley beach just outside the venue instead with no red 
dresses but with 2 beers stops it was a lot of fun.  Both Saturday and 
Sunday’s plans also had to be changed at the last minute due to no 
approval of the run permits but they went well with long and short hilly 
run options plus a trail for the walkers.  

-	 Health and safety was well looked after with a team and ambulance 
from Red Cross accompanying the hashers.  Fortunately they did not 
have to deal with any major issues.

-	 Spacious venue in the grounds of Radisson Blu which was one of the 
hash hotels at discounted prices.  It was a great place to meet up from 
12.00pm onwards with other hashers and also served as the registra-
tion and On On venue.  Everything that hashers needed was there.  
Security was good.

-	 Beer from Sierra Leone Brewery was free flowing and never seemed 
to run out.  There were also plenty of soft drinks and some wine too.  

-	 The live band played well.  There were some hash acts and skits from 
songs to dancing. 

-	 Buffet dinners were varied every night and there was plenty of it – in 
fact it was sometimes hard to stop the servers putting too much food 
on the plate.  

-	 Luxury porta-loos were provided that always had toilet paper and soap 
and remained quite clean.

-	 Goody bag as well as the hash shirts contained essentials for every 
eventuality - condoms, painkillers and re-hydration salts.  
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overall 
In my opinion, an amazing event Freetown Hash House Harriers! Thanks to 
Hashpirin, Chairman of the Local Organising Committee, GM Honey Tumba, 
Always Up Never Down for the trails and all the other members of the PAH 
Disorganising Committee.  You did a great job! 

Pan afriCa 2021
Kampala H3 won the bid to host Pan Africa 2021 and already started 

registering eager hashers at the event.  Further details, dates and a website 
will be out soon for those who want to join the fun.  Watch this space!

What CoulD have been better?
-	 Website and payments – there were a few registration and payment issues 

due to the website not being professionally set up. Existing pre-payments 
were not acknowledged at first which sent a wave of panic amongst the 
hashers.  In the end, payments were abandoned and registration was done 
on trust.

-	 Communication pre and during the event.  Communication before the event 
was slow.  During the event, there could have been an updated whiteboard/
sheet of paper with the latest news at the front of the venue to reflect the 
ever changing schedule.

-	 Start the runs earlier to allow hashers to refresh themselves before the eve-
ning activities.  

-	 For some the music was too loud, so there could have been a quiet area for 
hashers who were more into chatting.  

-	 No pre or post-lubes organised outside Freetown although a city tour for 
hashers was organised at the last minute and the Thursday Boys Hash from 
Lagos organised a run on Thursday night.

-	 Provide something more substantial for lunch other than sweet snack food.C
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Hashing in Singapore

The Hash House Harriers consisted of only one club now called the 
Mother Hash until 1962. In May 1962 a second club called the Hash 
House Harriers Singapore was founded and this club is now referred 

to as the Father Hash. As we all know this was just the beginning and the 
Hash spread very quickly all over the world. Singapore in 1962 was part of 
Malaysia and was a very different place than the Singapore of today. Since 
1962 the population has grown 337% and the country has gone from being 
a poor third world country to being one of the richest countries in the world. 
Today the entire island is developed with many high rise buildings and other 
infrastructure. Also there are no mountains or other barriers to halt the eco-
nomic growth. 

By Steve Roney aka Bush Diver
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As a result the Hash clubs have a very difficult time finding appropri-
ate places to make trails. To make matters worse the government has 
imposed very strict rules as to how the hash clubs may mark trails. The 
clubs may not use powder, tree tags or shredded paper and are pretty 
much limited to chalk and toilet paper which must be removed by noon 
the next day.  The clubs also must request permission to lay trails over 
public land. In spite of all these problems there are still several hash clubs 
that draw quite a few hashers every week. I ran with the Lion City Hash 
which runs every week on Friday at 6pm and this article is about that 
club. Lion City and H3 Singapore (Father Hash) are the biggest 
clubs in Singapore. Lion City is a mixed hash and H3 Singapore 
men only. Both hash clubs are adults only. On the day that I ran 
with the Lion City there were 57 in attendance.  I also did an out 
station run about a year ago with Kampong Hash. 

The circleOn the trail On the trail On the trail
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The good thing about Singapore is that there is a very good metro 
rail system that covers the entire island. A visitor can take a train 
to some station near just about any hash site. I walked from the 
MRT to the hash site with the GM of the club. The pictures tell 
the whole story about the 7 km. trail. Generally speaking the trail 
was a perfect runner’s course and most of the hashers ran the 
trail in about one hour. After the run there was some time for so-
cializing and a circle. At about 8:30 most of the hashers walked 
to a nearby restaurant for dinner and more beer drinking.  So if 
you are in Singapore be sure to run with the various hash clubs. I 
recommend Lion City H3.

On home after party
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i
n 1983 I visited Vancouver from Hong Kong and looked up the local hash 
chapter. I had already been hashing with the Hong Kong Hash House 
Harriers for four years and I was taken by surprise when the Vancouver 

hashers asked me, “What’s you hash name.”

The Hong Kong Hash, founded in 1970 (soon to celebrate 50 years), was 
one of the first 20 or so chapters in the World and, like most of the early 
groups it was men-only and followed the original Mother hash model quite 
closely. For example, there were no ‘ball buster’ trails, simply the ‘one hour of 
non-competitive exercise for purpose of working up a thirst for beer drinking’.

The Hong Kong Hash did not have ‘hash names’ as de rigeur, which seems 
to be the popular requirement today. I think I can safely say that there are 
still fellows I know in H4 who, 40 years later still have no ‘hash name’. I 
guess one could say that the system followed the old public-school model 
where most were referred to by their surname whilst a few had nicknames. 
In some cases, on H4, some fellows wanted a pseudonym so that if the wife 
or some prudish friend should read the weekly trash, their identity would be 
protected. For this some simply reversed their surnames and one of those 
was Bob Leonard, known as “Drainoil’ who until recently was one of the few 
remaining folks who have attended every Interhash since the 1978 event in 
Hong Kong.”

What’s in 
a name?

by Howard McKay aka “Dances with Dogs”.

Registration
We have had an amazing response and
are nearly full a year ahead of the
event! All new registrants will be
placed on a wait list.

BASE HOTEL:
Imperial Mae Ping Hotel, Chiang Mai.

REGISTRATION
http://www.indochina2019.com

CONTACT
Belly Dancer & Byte My Yahoo:
mekonghash2019@gmail.com

Prelubes
Wed 13th Nov
Charity Loy Kratong* (Loy Kateoy) Run
A memorable Cross Dressing Run / Bar
Crawl through the city.

Thur 14th Nov
MALE ONLY Lanna Bush H3 Run
You can expect a challenging run, with
plenty of beer and plenty of fun!

FEMALE ONLY Bunny + Iron Pussy +
Copenhagen Ladies Hash Run
Chiang Mai Bunny H3 team up with the
Phuket Iron Pussy H3 and Copenhagen
Ladies H3 to bring you unparalleled
craziness!

MIXED Chiang Mai Happy Hash Run
The CH4 runs every Thursday – 45-60
minute run, followed by a circle run by
the hare of the day.

Postlube
Mon 18th Nov Full Moon Run – Bobo
The traditions continue with a full moon
run following the main event.

The Main Event
Fri 15th Nov – Welcome Party

Sat 16th Nov – The Main Event
(Ball Breaker, Long, Regular or Walk),
followed by circles & Party

Sun 17th Nov – Hangover run
Followed by closing circle, beer and food!

CHIANG MAICHIANG MAI
21st MEKONG INDOCHINA HASH21st MEKONG INDOCHINA HASH

15-17 November 201915-17 November 2019

* Loy Kratong is one of the main traditional festivals

held annually in Chiang Mai. The event involves

fireworks, lanterns and a parade through the city.

MEKONG INDO CHINA 2019
13–18 November 2019 CHIANG MAI, THAILAND

http://www.indochina2019.com

SORRY–SOLD OUT
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Of the original Hash office bearers circa 1938, some had ‘names’ some did 
not. Gispert was simply “G”. “Torch” Bennet was so named because of his 
red hair. “Horse” Thompson was apparently so named because of some 
physical attribute. Cecil Lee remained Cecil Lee. Others were E.J.Galvin and 
H.M.Doig.  I had the pleasure of having a few beers with Horse Thompson in 
the Hong Kong cricket club many years ago.

In the Hong Kong hash it usually took some special event to spawn a name, 
such as when Hugh Turner called “On On”, mistaking some white desiccated 
dog shit for a blob of flour. Thereafter he was known as “Dog Turd Turner”.

At the Vancouver circle in 1983 I was given a name but I did not transport that 
back to Hong Kong and I had a further 5 years as “McKay” until I was bitten 
on the arm by a dog whilst on trail. The movie “Dances with Wolves” was in 
the cinemas at that time, hence the moniker “Dances with Dogs”.

Still a member of H4 I founded the Wanchai Hash in Hong Kong in 1988 and 
WH3 joined the mainstream with hash names being given after only a few 
months of regular attendance. One exception to this was a fellow who was 
named “Road Kill” on his first run. He was running downhill at high speed 
when he fell over and was bloodied and grazed from head to foot.

Today we meet and hear of folks with a myriad of names, some just plain 
vulgar and some highly amusing. There is also much duplication and one 
wonders how many “Flaming Arseholes” there are World Wide. In Angeles 
Hash in the Philippines we have “Titanic Dickhead”. He is an interesting fel-
low, a member of the Guinness family whose Grandmother was the famous 
Nancy Mitford, who married Oswald Mosely in Berlin at a wedding attended 
by Adolf Hitler.

Talking of vulgar names, a Hong Kong South Side hasher was called “Pig 
fucker” but we thought that as a little OTT for the mixed Wanchai hash so on 
Sundays he became “Pork Romeo”.

“A fast-paced read … a must for the bookshelf.”  - Inside Sport, Australia

2018 update of The Hash Bible.
Free eBook for all Mother’s 80th registrants.

Download yours from
www.stulloyd.com
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As I have travelled around, I have some across some hash names that are 
indeed interesting and amusing. In Hong Kong on the Royal South Side Hash 
there is “Smegma”. This is the medical term for the ‘cheese’ that forms under 
a male foreskin (if you have one). In Los Angeles some years ago I met the 
only black fellow on the hash who was called “Dark Tan y’un”, a word play on 
the Alexander Dumas character. In Angeles City in the Philippines we have 
“Blazing Wallet”, a Japanese fellow who has a trick wallet that spews flame 
when he opens it. We called his girlfriend “Blazing Pussy” but she was not too 
impressed with that.

In Angeles City we have worked out that it is better not to give the girls ‘bad’ 
names as they will often not show up again. We almost let them pick their own 
hash name. One very slim and very pretty Filipina I christened “Racing Snake”, 
a name she was not too enamored with until I explained it to her. 

One day ACH3 were enjoying drinks at the bucket when a native family came 
towards us, driving a small white calf. The calf took a look at the hash and put 
the brakes on. The family pushed and tugged but it would not move. We all 
stood back to give it a wide path and we remained silent but still it would not 
move. A relatively new hasher, an ex-dairy farmer from UK, went behind the 
calf and twisted its tail. It then trotted off quietly and through our group with him 
walking behind it. “That’s something all farmers know,” he told us. He became 
“Bum Steer”. Some months later his girlfriend was chased by a much larger 
cow with sharp horns and she became “Raging Cow”.

One long term Angeles Hasher has the name “Induces Menstruation”. The 
story is that he liked to ‘bar fine’ young girls from the bars but had great diffi-
culty because he was very ugly. They always told him, “No, I can’t go with you 
as I have my monthly period”.

Finally, I will leave you with the name of our long-term Angeles Hash, GM, the 
name of “Saput”. This is Tagalog for someone who has not been circumcised. 
Like me, he is a complete prick.

Bill (Tumbling Bill) Panton, 
founder of the Hash Geneology, 
Bangkok H3 and Washington 
DC H3 passed away on Sunday, 
June 23 at the age of 92. Bill 
frequently contributed articles 
on the history of the Hash House 
Harriers to Harrier Magazine 
and will be sorely missed. Our 
condolences go out to his family 
and friends.

Bill Panton A True Hash Hero

Photo courtesy of Jay Hopkins.
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3 
muskeeters or die hard hashers from Nadi (SDC, Red Dick, Lord 
Shiva) were joined by Major from Mareeba and Taliban from Sydney 
(Bushrangers). The 3 of us were earlier farewelled at Nadi Airport on 

Thursday 2nd May by Hospital Hash mob who ran/walked all the way from 
Hotel Martintar as you see in the photos.

We rested overnight at Brisbane Airport before catching the early morning flight 
to Cairns. Major was on hand to pick the 4 of us from Cairns Airport (Taliban 
flew in from Sydney on time) and drove us round first a quick tour of Cairns City 
before heading off to Port Douglas.

Weather was perfect and the drive along the scenic road lasting well over an 
hour was fascinating. We soon stopped by for a well deserved beers along the 
way overlooking great tourist attractions. Major played a great host showing 
us more places of interest before we stepped out to register at the registration 
pub and office “Hemingways Brewery and Central Hotel.”

Major already warned us that 
they had run out of the t shirts 
but left only with 2 XL. I thought 
this was a joke but lo and 
behold I was given 2 XL instead 
of L that was ordered and paid 
for 2 yrs ago. Obviously a 
disappointment and I don’t know 
what to do with that oversize T 
shirt. Someone is bound to be 
lucky so no hash t-shirt as a 
souvenir that everyone looks 
forward to. Well that is perhaps 
hash Aussie style and with only 
one token for a beer, we went 
off to find our hotel.

CroC
nash hash

australia 

by Robin Kumar
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The only good consolation was the super hash bag that can store up to a 
carton of ice cold beer. Yes almost like an eskee that I have never come across 
in Hash as a bag.

The 3 of us checked into our hotel “Coral Coast Lodge” a backpacker hotel 
only a walking distance from the main venue that Major had chosen for us. 
The hotel was just perfect where as Taliban chose to stay elsewhere in a 6 star 
hotel and Major with his wife Nisha out of our reach!!

Friday evening was a welcome reception at Port Douglas Sports ground with 
heaps of beers and fodder, traditional aboriginal welcome dance and a single 
man music band. The welcome speeches and entertainment was hardly 
audible (they could have had a better sound system).

We retired early to get set for the runs on Sat. Lord Shiva as usual had 
other plans for himself but the rest of us, minus Major, opted for medium run 
Daintree/Miallo run, about an hrs drive further north. This was 5 km run/walk 
that included the Ball Breaker run but the BB hashers never came anywhere 
near us.

Basically this run was reminiscent of Lolomolo Interhash run that we had in 
Fiji , thru cane fields and hills that took us about 90 minutes to finish. Taliban 
was also with us and he struggled to finish in close to 3 hrs; the hills almost 
knocked him off !!

There were heaps of icy cold beers of all varieties, plenty of fresh fruits and 
lunch was mediocre though – hamburgers only. We waited well over 3 hrs 
for BB’s to turn up before the circles. Some BB’s had to be rescued whose 
distance was just over 24km.

It was a long day and we finally made ourselves back by 4pm or so, freshened 
up and back to the main venue for the final nite of camaraderie. Fodder was 
better choices and beers no shortage of draft and cans plus wines.
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Lord Shiva entertained himself alone with TV, beers and fodder and he 
managed to find a bottle shop that was only a few minutes walk from our hotel. 
Quite a few hash acts and a live band later. Weather was prefect again but the  
sound system again could have been better. Majority just had their own thing 
renewing contacts and fellowships.

The night wasn’t all that exciting so we retired early to our rooms, tried to finish 
all the beers stocked by Lord Shiva before hitting beds. We bid farewell to 
Major and Taliban who were staying back for another day/nite.

Woke up early the next day and the 3 from Fiji got a bus straight to Cairns; LS 
and SDC to Brisbane and RD to Sydney.

Adelaide will be the venue for Aussie Nashash 2021 and they’ll soon have their 
website for registration etc.

We’ll continue with our plans for South Pacific Hash 2021 in July.
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www.coola-products.com

info@coola-products.com
+855 92 888 967 (ENG)     +855 12 317 576 (KHM)
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O
n my quest to hash in 100 countries by the end of 2020 I decided to visit 
Timor-Leste on my way back from New Zealand NH. I didn’t know much 
about this poor country beside a warm recommendation from a former 

expat hasher about the Dili H3 kennel which conveniently were hosting a long 
weekend of hashing to celebrate their 1000th run from 14th to 17th March.

Dili, the capital of Timor Leste, is only accessible by air from either Darwin 
or Denpasar. I chose to hash with the gods first so landed from Bali on the 
Tuesday already in order to maximise my sightseeing chances during the rai-
ny season. Part of the welcome was a VIP airport pick-up by Pencil Dick, the 
incoming GM, and a cold can of Bintang - a great start to a great week. G it’s 
hot and humid out there!!

Dili
1000th Celebrations

by HigginsC
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The other 25 visitors arrived on Wednesday and Thursday. All were from va-
rious Darwin kennels, Dili being the nearest destination for them, a mere 1h20 
flight away. Most of us stayed at Timor Lodge, HQ for the 1000th weekend, ma-
naged by Nobody from Nowhere who gave me a very generous unannounced 
discount upon check-out.

Somewhat startled by the announcement that the event would be sponsored 
by Heineken I was relieved to discover that Bintang and Tiger would be our 
best friends for the weekend while also available in any Dili watering hole. 
Surprisingly I noticed that Tiger comes in smaller 25cl cans while Bintang is 
the usual 33cl. Upon enquiry it is a marketing trick so that shops can sell Tiger 
at $1 a piece.

Thursday afternoon an informal meet and greet had been arranged to bring 
visitors to Cristo Rei, the landmark of Dili, followed by drinks at nearby Caz 
Bar. This was also the first time we could see the effect of deforestation in the 
country whereas every time there is a tropical storm it is followed by a landslide 
of red earth that covers the roads and whatever else it finds on its way down. 
Luckily the bar was safe but the grass on the front had disappeared and the 
road was operational again after a week or so of cleaning. Our local guide was 
Tat That Ass accompanied by Pencil Dick.

Friday was a busy day starting with a trip to Black Rock for lunch and swim. 
With a bridge under repair and a road partially blocked by rocks due to a tro-
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pical storm the week before Mismanagement had to quickly trade a standard 
bus for multiple large 4x4s in order to reach our destination. Luckily a local 
hasher had the good idea to check the road the day before so the impact on 
our schedule was minimum.

The second part of the day would be more colourful since it was Red Dress 
Run time. Starting from the rooftop of a building on Timor Plaza and going 
through the local open air market, actually a collection of small basic stalls, it 
quickly took a bizarre turn. Although done several time over the past years this 
edition is likely to remain in every participant memories as one dweller didn’t 
like the show and decided to chase us from his neighbourhood. He started 
throwing stones at the front of the pack who quickly did a 180° turn and re-
grouped near a supermarket at what we th*ught was a safe distance.

However he was ready for more so started to follow the pack carrying a big 
thick wooden rod and throwing stones again. Luckily he was walking, not run-
ning, which gave us enough time to regroup inside the entrance of the super-
market. Once the staff realised what was happening they aimed at closing the 
iron curtain but it was too late and he shouted to them not to do it. Hashers 
then scrambled along two shopping alleys, most picking the right one and 
exiting the supermarket at the other end, while half a dozen of us picked the 
wrong alley and ended up stuck in the stock with a delivery door that wouldn’t 
open up. Eventually the attacker had enough and went back to his shack, at 
which point the staff indicated it was safe for us to get out through the back 
door.

Lead hare 3D then lead us to safety away from the crime scene for a regroup 
and briefing. Discussions ensued to check if everyone had made it but with 
such a large group - close to 80 I’d say - it was mission impossible. Eventually 
three courageous hashers decided to flex their muscles and ran back to the 
supermarket in search of potential victims. They quickly came back with the 
good news that no hasher were left behind as it also appeared that only two 
minor injuries were sustained due to tripping up in the scramble.

Several kilometers later we had a very refreshing beer stop inside the safe 
remains of a church that didn’t survive the troubles of 1999.

Once the trail was over we had a quick circle on the rooftop before heading 
by bus to hash-friendly nearby Nautilus Bar and Waterfront Restaurant for 
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some Thai food and more beer before retiring to our HQ in anticipation of the 
next day. As far as I remember we probably didn’t close the bar at Timor Lodge 
although I might be wrong on that one…

Saturday was earmarked as the big day for the actual 1000th run with a lei-
surely early afternoon start so participants could use the swimming pool and 
check/polish the bar (there is a pun in there). We had a choice of 4 trails: a 
Ballbreaker (20 km) on white paper hared by Chase My Sausage, a long walk 
on orange paper hared by Tat That Ass, a regular run on white flour hared by 
outgoing GM Nuts On and last but not least a regular walk on blue paper hared 
by 3D. Taking into account the hot and humid weather, surrounding hills and 
my unfit state I went for the safety of the regular walk which had been dubbed, 
and duly delivered, as the only flat trail. After about 30 minutes we reached the 
safe haven of the beer stop with enough cold Tiger to rehydrate and fuel eve-
ryone till the circle back at Timor Lodge. Ballbreakers were not too happy due 
to the lack of water (forgotten behind) so I traded my personal warm water for 
more cold beer - a good deal I believe.

The long circle was fun and lively, using the hash banner as a huge beermat on 
which misdemeanours would knee to receive and consume their down down. 
An oddity on Dili H3 icing was brought courtesy of the Darwin hashers, many 
having attended the previous 900th celebrations. Eventually enough charges 
were awarded for the GM to deem it was time to end the circle so hashers 
could freshen up and put a dry shirt on for the evening.

Once again the hash bus was summoned and drove us to Oceanview Beach 
Restaurant & Resort. A nice buffet immediately attracted our attention and for 
a short while the place was quiet, hashers replacing the lost calories of the 
day and stuffing themselves in anticipation of yet more beer. We were enter-
tained to the tune of a swinging hash band led by 2Shits before a DJ took over. 
Despite a nice evening with the cooling breeze from the ocean many hashers 
took the option of the first bus back at 10pm after a heavy day under the sun. 
Rumour has it that beer tokens were left behind - what a shame! ;-)
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Sunday came way too early as the token hangover trail departed Timor 
Lodge at 10am for a leisurely walk under the guidance of Tat That Ass. It was 
short and to the point, followed by breakfast and gin tonic. The circle started 
under supervision of the new Mismanagement featuring incoming GM Pencil 
Dick trying to th*nk on his feet while nursing a hangover so no surprise things 
were slower today. To celebrate St Patrick’s Day down down were of course 
green and plentiful. Eventually proceedings came to an end and the circle was 
closed. But that was not the end of the celebrations…

With the combination of a sunny day, a swimming pool and cold beer available 
for purchase there was no reason to stop the partying so we didn’t. One har-
riette of Irish origins dispensed drams of Jameson from a strategically placed 
shot-glass. A handful of hashers even tested the water for a drunk game of 
volleyball as we were trying to drink the bar dry. Around 3pm locals started to 
leave while the visiting team continued the hammering.

In order to wrap a great weekend many decided to follow local advice and join 
the St Patrick’s Day dinner and party at the Nautilus. It was a pleasant, quieter 
evening, even with the absence of the black stuff.

Monday we all left Dili with smiles on our face and a liver needing rest.

Great job by the Dili H3 Organising Committee for a brilliant event, you guys 
rock!

On On from Planet Earth!
Higgins, on the road again
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www.facebook.com/HarrierMag
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Borneo
Borneo, a giant, rugged island in Southeast Asia’s 
Malay Archipelago, is shared by the Malaysian states 
of Sabah and Sarawak, Indonesian Kalimantan and the 
tiny nation of Brunei. It’s known for its beaches and 
ancient, biodiverse rainforest, home to wildlife including 
orangutans and clouded leopards. In Sabah is 4,095m-tall 
Mount Kinabalu, the island’s highest peak, and, offshore, 
the famed dive site Sipadan Island.

Location: Southeast Asia

Highest point: Mount Kinabalu

 

17TH BORNEO NASH HASH 2019KK                                                 
13TH -15TH SEPTEMBER 2019 

 

10:00 AM REGISTRATION & COLLECTION OF FREEBEES  
     Till  Venue: GAYA CENTRE HOTEL, 4th floor 
04:00 PM Please bring ID/Receipt to claim your freebees & tags 

 

10:00 AM REGISTRATION FOR RED DRESS RUN IS OPEN @ RM50.00 
   

RED DRESS CHARITY RUN starts @ GAYA CENTRE HOTEL 
WE WILL TAKE YOU TO A WALK ALONG HERITAGE SITES IN THE CITY 
04:00 PM FLAG-OFF by DORICE TAY from Sabah Centre Hotel 
05:00 PM All should be back at Dewan Hakka Sabah  
                   for presentation of cheque to recipient charity:--- 
  CARING FOR THE FUTURE MALAYSIA (CFFM) 

Light refreshments available after the city walk.   
   

07:00 PM to          WELCOME   DINNER 

11.00 PM  Venue : PORT VIEW PALACE HALL 
   DEWAN HAKKA SABAH, 26, JALAN SIGNAL HILL,  
   88400 KOTA KINABALU, SABAH 
PLS TAKE NOTE DINNER SITTING IS ACCORDING       
TO THE ASSIGNED TICKET NUMBER. 
 

 

    RUN-SITE : PULUTAN HAPPY FARM  
KG.  PULUTAN, MENGGATAL, KOTA KINABALU 
 

LONG RUN (LR),  MEDIUM RUN (MR),  SHORT RUN (SR)  
ALL RUNS ARE FROM POINT A TO POINT A  
 

11:00 AM First Bus Depart from Official Hotel to run-site      
  

02.00 PM Last Bus Depart from Official Hotel to run-site 
  

SUPER LONG RUN (LR) POINT A TO POINT A : 01.00 PM Flag-off  
  

MEDIUM RUN (MR) POINT A TO POINT A   : 03.00 PM Flag-off  
 

SHORT RUN (SR) POINT A TO POINT A  :  03.30 PM Flag-off   
 

HASH CIRCLE TO WELCOME RUN FINISHERS: 05.00 PM Hash circle starts 
  

 ON-ON at RUN-SITE 
  

09.00 PM First Bus Depart from Run-Site to Official Hotel  
11.00 PM Last Bus Depart from Run-Site to Official Hotel  

   

    FREE & EASY SUNDAY WALK ALONG GAYA STREET 
 
11:00 AM  GM MEETING AT GAYA CENTRE HOTEL 
12:00 Noon  TILL WE MEET AGAIN   
 

SATURDAY 14 SEPTEMBER 2019      ***   17BNH CELEBRATION RUN 

FRIDAY  13 SEPTEMBER 2019 ** *   REGISTRATION 

 

5:00pm to REGISTRATION & COLLECTION OF FREEBEES continues 
06.30PM Venue: DEWAN HAKKA, SIGNAL HILL 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
SUNDAY  15 SEPTEMBER 2019  ***   GM MEETING 
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PhiliPPines
hashes

angeles Beach hhh
http://angeles-hash.com

Men only hash. Runs Saturday once per month 

angeles city hhh
http://angeles-hash.com

Mixed hash. 
Runs Sunday Nov - April 3 pm, May -Oct 4 pm 

la Union hhh
http://www.livcomtech.com/luh3

Family Hash. Every Saturday 2 pm or 3 pm

sUBic Bay hhh
http://subicbayhash.simplesite.com

Mixed hash. Runs Monday 3:30 pm 

photo by Short Circuit
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ceBU hhh
http://cebuhash.org

Mixed hash 
every Sunday around 2:30 pm from SandTrap 

PUerto galera hhh
http://pgh3.org

Mixed hash
 runs Sunday 3:30 pm from Capt’n Gregg’s 

Makati Metro Manila hhh
https://sites.google.com/site/

makatimanilahashhouseharriers/ 
Runs 2nd and 4th Sundays of the month at 3 pm

Manila hhh
https://sites.google.com/site/manilah3/ 
Men only hash. Runs Mondays 6 pm sharp

Manila Mixed hhh
https://sites.google.com/site/manilamixedh3/

Mixed hash
Runs 1st Saturday of the month. 6.30 pm

Manila harriettes (M1h1)
social women’s only walking and drinking group

hashes once a month 
https://sites.google.com/site/manilaharriettes/ 

Manila FUllMoon h3
 runs once per month - in usual mismanaged style,  

usually nowhere near the fullmoon! 
There is always a craft brew theme.

https://www.facebook.com/groups/626318777496552/ 

PhiliPPines
continUed
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www.captngreggs.com

photo by Short Circuit

Hashing In

The Philippines
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Angeles City H3 Hashers

photo by Short Circuit
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Pattaya H3
We meet every Monday on 3rd 
Road in front of the Buffalo Bar
https://www.pattayah3.com/

Pattaya Jungle H3
We run 1st & 3rd Sunday of each 
month www.pattayajungle.com/

PATTAYA  HASHES

Hashing In

Thailand
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hear ye, hear ye all
hashers of the WorlD !!!!   

With the 30 April 2019 successful launching of the latest Bangkok, Thailand 
based hash group, this being the new “Bangkok Angkaan Horny Hares H3” 
(aka BAHHHHH or Crazy Hash), Bangkok, Thailand can now proudly claim 
to have the dubious Hash honor of being the only known city/single metro-
politan area in the world with hashes designated to fall on each of the seven 
days of the week, be they weekly, bi-weekly, or monthly hashes, etc.  This 
also includes multiple hashes assigned to two of these days.  Although this 
hash author’s memory suggests that historically there may have been other 
cities to try and lay claim to already having had this dubious honor, more 
often than not those claims of a “hash every day of the week” actually en-
compassed areas including multiple cities with overlapping metropolitan 
areas.  These could include such multi-metro areas as the San Francisco 
- Oakland and Silicon Valley areas back in the 90s or the larger Baltimore 
to DC to Quantico, Virginia area present day.  In addition, there are likewise 
other Asian hashing icon cities such as Kuala Lumpur, Singapore, Tokyo and 
Manila, to name a few, who may have come close to this honor but to this 
author’s recollection they never reached the full seven hashes - seven days 
a week plateau (and even if they ever did so in the past, they don’t hold that 
honor now!!)

Bangkok
The Newly Self-Crowned 
Metropolitan Hashing Capital of the World!

by Ibo Ibo
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Thus to hashers of the world, Bangkok hashers 
proudly invite hashers one and all to visit Bang-
kok to experience this hashing metro mecca and 
if you are lucky enough to arrive at the right time 
of the month, your visit could include the ability 
to partake in the hashing glory of seven different 
hashes over seven days!!  
On On to Bangkok, iboibo!!

Bangkok Metropolitan Hashes Effective April 2019:

Saturday:      Bangkok Hash House Harriers (H3) (est. 1977)
                       Bangkok Bush Hash (est. 2017)
                       Bangkok Hash House Bikers (est. 1992)
Sunday:         Siam Sunday H3 (est. 1997)
Monday:         Bangkok Monday H3 (est. 1982)
Tuesday:        Bangkok Angkaan Horny Hares H3 (est. 2019)
Wednesday:  Bangkok Harriettes H3 (est. 1982)
Thursday:      Bangkok Thursday H3 (est. 2012)
Friday:            Bangkok Full Moon H3 (est. ??)

Note: There is also the monthly Friday Nonthaburi H3 which 
although officially started just outside of the Bangkok metro 
area, and although it tends to hash in Vientiane, Laos as much 
as Bangkok, Thailand, it does frequently still hold its hashes 
in metro Bangkok and thus likewise earns a note of honor in 
this local membership group and to this ever growing Bangkok 
hashing mecca!! 
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Hashing InThailand

http://www.sportsbarbangkok.com/

Unit 10/22 Trendy Condominium
Sukhumvit Soi 13, Bangkok
Telephone: 02 168 7242 / 02 168 7241
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Summer Breeze Hotel
Patong Beach, Phuket, Thailand

Email: info@summerbreezehotel.com
Website: www.summerbreeze.com 

Friendliest Hotel in Patong BeacH

Phuket H3
Runs every Saturday

Tinmen Hash
First Wednesday of every month. Men only.

Iron Pussy Hash
Second Wendesday of every month. Women only.

Pooying Hash
2nd or 3rd Sunday of each month. Family hash.

Phuket Mountain Bike Hash
3rd or 4th Sunday of each month.

Kamala Koma Hash
Last Tuesday of each month. Mixed (adult) hash.

Phuket Marauders Hash
Meet when the GM decides from 0 - 4 times a year. 
Experienced male hashers only.

www.expathotel.com

Visit www.phuket-hhh.com for more info on all the hashes.

Phuket
Thailand

Ask for
Harrier
discount
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Saigon H3
http://www.saigonhash.com/

Hanoi H3
http://www.hanoih3.com/

Nha Trang H3
http://www.nhatranghash.com/

Vung Tau H3
http://www.vungtauhash.com/

Hoi An H3
http://hoianhash.com/
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change to horizontal

Hashing In

Laos

photo by Jimmy Wilkins
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Phnom Penh HHH (P2H3)
meets at the Phnom Penh
Railroad Station
every Sunday at 2:15
GM: joseph.h.beckett@zoho.com 

Phnom Penh Bike Hash
1st Saturday of the month
GM: chris@go.co.uk

Sinville H3
Runs every Wednesday
3 pm Charlie Harpers 
https://www.facebook.com/groups/
sinvilleh3/

Phnom Penh Full Moon
INFO: www.p2h3.com

Stung Treng H3
INFO: http://stungtrengh3.com/

Angkor HHH 
runs once a month 
from Sakmut Boutique Hotel
info: Vat Is Pirath (Peter), 
General Manager 
gm@sakmutboutiquehotel.com 

On Hiatus
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ALSO...

Hash Bash 2020 in Siargao 1-4 March 2020

Do you have a hunger to travel the world and do some hashing while your 
at it, but your not sure where and when to go??

Then look no further, right here at HHH World Events you can find what 
is happening in major events world wide in the Hashing community.

www.hhhworldevents.org

asia

July 1-4 2019 Wild Wolf Birthday Bash 2019 Koh Samui 
Koh Samui, Thailand

Sept 13-15 2019 17th Borneo Nash Hash 
Kota Kinabalu, Sabah, Borneo

Sept 13-15 2019 All China Nash Hash 2019 
Dongguan, China

Nov 7-10 2019 Pan Asia Hash 2019 
Zhang Jia Jie, Hunan, China

Nov 15-17 2019 Mekong Indochina Hash 2019 
Chaing Mai, Thailand

Nov 11-24 2019 Yangtze River Hash Cruise 
Shanghai, China

Nov 21-24 2019 Asia United Hash 2019 
Taoyuan, Taiwan

australia, neW ZealanD & oCeania

Jan 20-27 2020 Noosa H3 40th Anniversary 
Noosa, Qld, Australia

Feb 5-7 2021 New Zealand Nash Hash 2021 
Hawkes Bay, New Zealand

Mar 20-21 2021 Aussie Nash Hash 2019 
Port Douglas, Qld, Australia
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UK Nash Hash 2019 - Kelso 
 
Welcome to UK Nash Hash 2019 to be held in the heart of the Scottish Borders.  
Caledonia Hashers have come together to provide a value for money weekend at 
Springwood Park, Kelso. 

- Refreshment from opening to closing 
ceremonies 

- Breakfast Saturday, Sunday and Monday 
- Lunch Saturday and Sunday 
- Dinner Saturday and Sunday 
- Trails Saturday, Sunday and Monday 
- Camping & Camper-van parking 
- Crash space 
- Toilet and shower facilities 
- Goody bag 

For those who prefer a little more comfort: 

- We may be able to offer bunk beds at the crash space for a small additional cost. 
- Hotels and B&Bs are within 10 minutes walking in Kelso, these are for your own 

arrangement. 

Visit https://goo.gl/skHVgP or www.UKNashHash2019.co.uk for online registration or Email 

us on uknh2019@gmail.com 

Follow us on Face Book at https://www.facebook.com/groups/uknashhash/ 

Pay by Bank Transfer, Cheque or Cash – all in GB£ 

 

euroPe

Jul 27-29 2018 UK Full Moon Nash Hash 2018 
Maids Moreton, Buckingham, England

Aug 9-11 2019 Neptunus Hash Weekend 2019 
Baarlo, Nederlands

Aug 16-19 2019 EuroHash 2019 
Edinburgh, Scotland

Aug 23-25 2019 UK Nash Hash 2019 
Kelso, Scotland

Aug 30- Sep 1 2019 Swiss Nash Hash 2019 
Vordemwald, Switzerland

Aug 30- Sep 1 2019 German Nash Hash 2019 
Hannover, Germany
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Generic Hash Shirts

HHaasshhiinngg aatt tthhee ssppeeeedd ooff BBEEEERR
In Sizes: S : M : L : XL : 2XL : 3XL : 4XL : 5XL

Sleeved and Sleeveless
Available Now

Normally US$14.99
Quality, Lightweight, Quick Dry Material

Many More styles to come:
See our website for details
10% discount for Harrier Magazine Readers

Only $13.49 - Plus P&H
Use Discount Code: ATSOB-HM

Also list your event today for FREE 
and have it appear in the Harrier Magazine Event Calendar

Visit www.hhhworldevents.org today and order yours

north ameriCa

Aug 2-4 2019 Michigan InterHash 2019 
Commerce, Michigan, USA

Aug 23-25 2019 Ohio Interhash 2019 
Millersburg, Ohio, USA

Sep 20–22 2019 Provincial Affair Weekend 2019 
Tiny Township, Ontario, Canada

Caribbean

Oct 14-18 2019 Hash Boat InterAmericas 2019 
Nassau, Bahamas

Apr 21-24 2020 Interhash 2020 
Port of Spain, Trinidad and Tobago
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first eDition
2002

first moDern
 eDition 2009

first stanD-alone
Digital eDition

2012

Please add our addresses 

customerservice@harriermagazine.com
&

 Harrier_Magazine@mail.vresp.com 

to your email safe senders list so that mail 
from Harrier Magazine does not end up in 

your spam or junk folder.

IMPORTANT NOTICE
to Subscribers

We notify you via e-mail when the next digital edition is 
available for viewing and when we need to contact you 

regarding your subscription.
-Admin

Don’t let your 
Digital eDition 
enD up in the trash!

Questions?
Talk to me.

Q: Where can I view my current subscription term so that I know when my subscription ends?
A: To view all subscriptions linked to your account sign on at www.harriermagazine.com/
subscriptions and click on the My Subscriptions link. Digital subscriptions can be renewed for 
the same term by clicking on the Renew button. Our subscription system will automatically 
email an expiration notice to you at least 30 days before your current term ends. To renew a 
print subscription, please use the following link 
https://www.harriermagazine.com/subscriptions/index.php/subscribe-harrier-magazine

Q: Do I need to download the digital issue that is included with my print subscription to my 
computer or mobile device?
A: Downloading the issue to your computer or mobile device is an option; it is not required. 
You can view the digital edition at our web site by simply signing into your account and clicking 
on the digital flipbook. The digital edition is an interactive PDF file. Adobe Reader or equivalent 
PDF reader, or compatible mobile device (iPhone, iPad, Android) is required. The interactive 
digital edition views best with Adobe Flash Player installed. To download the latest version go 
to http://get.adobe.com/flashplayer. 

From Customer Service:
Welcome and hope you are enjoying the 

July-August 2019 Digital Edition. 

If you are having any difficulty with your digital logon or 
password, please email 

customerservice@harriermagazine.com 
so we can help you or others that may be having 

problems accessing the digital edition.

Find more Customer Service Help and FAQs at our web site www.harriermagazine.com

Q & A
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Late September 2002 was a long while ago. In the UK, Tony Blair was Prime 
Minister and still robustly lying to the World about WMDs in Iraq, while in the 
US, George W. Bush was routinely being called the worst President of all time. 
How much better he must feel about himself today. If you were listening to 
popular music, Pink was topping the charts in Britain and Nelly was No. 1 
across the pond. It was apparently a good year for artists with only one name. 
Hell, Prince was still alive.

In the hashing world, the Goa Interhash was on and attendees had their initial 
look at the first incarnation of this magazine, The Asia-Pacific Harrier, as it 
then was.  Over the ensuing years, the magazine has had name changes; 
changes in format, adding a digital edition; and changes in content, i.e., less of 
it. One constant throughout the last 17 years, though, has been the man behind 
the folding table at Hash events pushing subscriptions, usually accompanied 
by a couple of nubiles from whatever country he happened to be at the time, 
the one-and-only Bimbo himself.

Actually, there have been a few other constants, one of them being this column. 
Some time before the first edition went to print, Bimbo approached me and 
asked if I would write a column under the heading of “On The Ice”, devoted 
to stupid things hashers had done on, after, or before running the trail. Being 
almost certainly drunk at the time, I accepted. I cannot remember the reasons 
why now, although I do recall the matter of compensation coming up and I 
suggested to Bimbo that “a case of beer” would be good enough payment. I 

should, perhaps, have been clearer. I meant one case per column not one 
case over the history of time.

In fact, to be fair, I have had my share of beers and pizzas bought for me 
by Bimbo out of subscribers and advertisers funds, including, once and 
famously, a case of gin. Like Lord Copper, the publisher of fictional Daily 
Beast in Evelyn Waugh’s novel, “Scoop”, he is quite happy to see his writers 
well-provisioned provided he doesn’t actually have to pay for it himself.

In any event, Bimbo kept the magazine afloat somehow and I kept writing 
for it, missing only a handful of editions, due to being drunk or terminally 
hungover or some such. That would put my total at over 60 pieces written. 
I should go back and read some but my attitude to that largely mirrors Noel 
Coward’s when he was asked about television, “My dear chap, television is 
for appearing on – not looking at’.

Of course, the ostensible purpose of the column was soon abandoned 
and I went on to write about, effectively, whatever I wanted, often with an 
underlying theme not visible to me until I got to the end of the 1000 words 
demanded. I can’t deny that it was, on occasion, pleasurable and, I hope, 
has provided a modicum of pleasure to the half-dozen or so people who read 
the column each time.

Well, we have reached the end of the line. Print publishing and magazines 
have taken a beating over the last couple of decades and even a very niche 
one such as this is no exception. Indeed, it seems highly typical of Bimbo’s 
Quixotic attitude that he chose to start a print magazine right at the time the 
industry was being terminally buffered about by the forces of change.  Thus 
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it is that this will be the last issue of whatever this magazine is called now, and, 
along with it, this the last OTI column. In some ways, I shall miss it but I’m sure 
that’s a feeling that will pass after a large gin or two. 

I would like to close this last column with the final part of Tennyson’s poem 
“Ulysses”, since, to me, it has always marked how the ending of one thing offers 
the hope and promise of a new thing beginning. This magazine will cease to be 
published but I suspect we’ll see Bimbo around for a while yet.  The hash goes 
on and I hope to see some of you on it. In the meantime,

“There lies the port; the vessel puffs her sail: 
There gloom the dark, broad seas. My mariners, 

Souls that have toil’d, and wrought, and thought with me— 
That ever with a frolic welcome took 

The thunder and the sunshine, and opposed 
Free hearts, free foreheads—you and I are old; 

Old age hath yet his honour and his toil; 
Death closes all: but something ere the end, 
Some work of noble note, may yet be done, 
Not unbecoming men that strove with Gods. 
The lights begin to twinkle from the rocks: 

The long day wanes: the slow moon climbs: the deep 
Moans round with many voices. Come, my friends, 

‘Tis not too late to seek a newer world. 
Push off, and sitting well in order smite 

The sounding furrows; for my purpose holds 
To sail beyond the sunset, and the baths 

Of all the western stars, until I die. 
It may be that the gulfs will wash us down: 
It may be we shall touch the Happy Isles, 

And see the great Achilles, whom we knew. 
Tho’ much is taken, much abides; and tho’ 

We are not now that strength which in old days 
Moved earth and heaven, that which we are, we are; 

One equal temper of heroic hearts, 
Made weak by time and fate, but strong in will 

To strive, to seek, to find, and not to yield.”

On On!
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STOCKHOLM ABSOLUT HASH
---onon---

Run 825 Sat 15th June @ 15:00
Hares: Marmite & Temite Where: TBA

---onon---
Run 826 Sat 29th June @ 15:00

Hare: Slow Queen
Where: Ljungbergsgatan 3 Norrtälje

---onon---
Run 827 Sat 13th July @ 15:00

Hare: John Cleese
Where: Mariefred

---onon---
Run 828 Sat 27th July @ 15:00

Hares: Pippi & Rosé - Where: TBA

Run 830 Sat 24th Aug @ 11:00
Hares: MaliBog, Red Horse & Ramblin’ Rod

THE BELITTLINGDISPARAGING HARE RESERVE
STOCKHOLM UNDERGROUND HASH

---onon---
RUN 1289 Wed 5th June @ 6.30 pm

Hare: Hugh Heffner’s 2nd Chunderground
Where: Solna Statiom

---onon---
RUN 1290 Wed 12th June @ 6.30 pm
Hares: Eye-Full & BMW’s Hot Dog Run

Where: Årstefället Tram Station
---onon---

RUN 1291 Wed 19th June @ 6.30 pm
ANUL BYO BBQ & DRINKS

‘Jazz in June’ Run

Hares: MaliBog & Red Horse & Pink Pony:
Where: Maison Cheval Rouge

Norrbackagatan 41
---onon---

RUN 1292 Wed 26th June @ 6.30 pm
Hares: Dirty Lobster & Four Pack

Where: An Expensive  Pretentious Bar
---onon---

RUN 1293 Wed 3rd July @ 6.30 pm
Hares: Termite

Where: The Termites Nest
---onon---

STOCKHOLM H3 NATIONAL DAY RUN

Run 829 Sat 10th Aug
Hare: Smelly Con Feet
Where: Ljusterö

RUN 8? Thursday 6th June @ 2 pm
Hares: Termite & Big Brother

Where: The Londoner
Karlavägen 52 (Tbana Stadium)
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A DRINKING CLUB
WITH A RUNNING PROBLEM

Three Stockholm Hashers did well on the hot 2019
Kungsholmen gRunt, on the 10km, 2 Swedes Kummin’

beat his previous time.
Pink Pony run a personal best in 1 hour 4 mins blasting her
previous time of 1.23..!!
Later Duracell came 5th in the Half Marathon watched on on
by Blind Pew (Nick) and daughter Lara.

Didn't they do well??
---onon---

Meanwhile Red Horse and Myself were helping out at the finish.
Last year when packing up the people at the Erdinger Beer
tent said take as much as you like, unfortunately I was om my
bike and did not have room.
However this year I came prepared with my old trade bike
and managed to load
6 cartoons of beer
thinking they were 6
packs only to realize
later they were 12
packs.
So now we have 72
bottles of Alcohol
free beer to use at the
hash for those who
can't drink real beer.
Tastes quite good as well, tastes even better when it's free..

---onon---

FIFA WOMEN'S WORLD CUP IN FRANCE

What a difference it is to watch the girls playing, very little
arguing with the ref, no withering on the pitch in

performing agony as in the men’s game or falling down hoping
to be awarded a free kick or penalty and when the girls do go
down (no pun meant) they’re up again, brushing themselves off
and ready to play again. Much more sporting and entertaining
than the men’s game.
From the 7th June to the Final on the 7th July. So get the beers
in and settle down to watch some good footballing.

IN THE MEANTIME

The Small Print
All material, unless otherwise stated, is copyright of the Trash

Our lawyers are watching you!
Although probably from the pub, so you’ll possibly get away with it.

It was now Four Pack’s turn for the
next 5 kms around the lakes to
Ulriksdals Station then continuing over
the two bridges to Danderyd Hospital
Station another 5 kms on on..
Meatballs took over from here for a
5 km trail up the line to Enerbyberg
which was then left to Big Brother to
finish the final 5 Km to the On Inn at
Casa Bigs in Täby.
Then to complete the full Marathon
and as it was a Wednesday a rather
shortish Underground trail had to be
partaken, although’ by now there
were a considerable walking crew helped along by a coupe of
drink stops, all very hospitable we must say.

As usual the course was split up into 5km legs Starting from
Kallhäll Station to Täby.

Kallhäll to Jakobsberg Station was arranged by John Cleese
thro’ mostly wooded countryside  followed by Pirate OTQ
who was responsible for the next 5 Kms thro’ forest and fields
to Barkarby Station.

Sir MaliBog and Pink Pony took over for the next 10 kms with
a small wooden plank over the muddy creek followed by a
muddy shoe jump over same creek with a halfway stop at
Eggeby Farm, the only drink stop not adjacent to public
transport,  then continuing to Hallonberg Station further thro’
the woods and the old military range.

The first of May and that it was time for the 12th Stockholm Hash Marathon.

Remarkably no one was hurt on the way and a couple of lost
runners soon found their ways to the various stop thankful for

the maps given out on line
beforehand.

At the circle there were a number
of new comers and a couple of first
time marathoners who completed
the whole course including Dirty
Lobster. Pink Pony was called up
for completing 35 kms having only run 10 kms previously a

number of times. Pizzas arrived and of
course a great deal of beer and wine was
consumed, heavy work these hash
marathons believe me, but you don’t
have to believe me, just turn up next year
for the 13th Hash Marathon. You will
enjoy, there is no requirement to run the
whole Marathon course, just take a
break at any of the stops on the way,
jump on and jump of so as to say.
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CLAUDIA SCHIFFER BATHES IN
ADNAMS BEER TO KEEP YOUNG

Supermodel Claudia Schiffer bathes in Adnams beer to keep
her skin beautiful, the Hash Trash can reveal.

The 45-year-old German star, who lives in a mansion near Bury
St Edmunds in Suffolk, fills her bathtub with Southwold Bitter
at least once a week believing it keeps her skin young-looking,
and also gives her famous blonde hair a brilliant shine.
And if she has endured a particularly stressful week she will
use Adnams’ stronger Broadside beer for a stronger effect.
A pal said: “Everyone always asks Claudia how she manages
to look so young. Well, this is her secret and she’s been doing
it for years.
“She is very careful not to drink any of the beer while enjoying
a soak because that could be dangerous.”
Adnams is famously brewed in the Suffolk seaside town of
Southwold.
Men and women across Suffolk and beyond swear by its
mystical powers when drinking it in pubs like the Greyhound in
Ipswich. Landlord Dan Lightfoot admitted: “But this is the first
time we have heard of anyone taking a bath in it.”
Meanwhile, a spokesman for the Suffolk Gazette said: “Our
Editor did try repeatedly asking Claudia if he could visit and
take a photograph of her in the bath. The police have been in
touch.”

HASTINGS HASHER CAUGHT IN BELGIUM
BEER SMUGGLING RING

A farmer has been caught setting up an elaborate operation
to smuggle Belgium Premium Beer into Britain after Brexit.

Maurice Piper, a Hasher and potato farmer outside Hastings in
Sussex, devised a cunning plan to beat new customs regulations
and pipe the delicious Belgium Beers under the sea.
Cops raided the farm and found enough stashed piping to reach
Calais. Paperwork found in the farmhouse confirmed officers
had smashed a multi-million pound smuggling operation.
Sussex Police worked closely with Customs and Excise on so-
called Operation Cognac after an initial tip-off from the pipe
wholesalers, who became suspicious about the amount of pipe
Piper purchased.
Customs’ chief investigator for East Sussex, Lorraine Fisher,
34, said: “We were expecting a rise in smuggling operations
after Brexit.
“Mr Piper’s operation, which had been in the planning for
months, has now been mashed.” A spokesman for Sussex Police
said: “England would have been flooded with contraband beer,
costing the country a small fortune in lost duties.
“We acknowledge there may be some difficulty getting goods
across from Belgium after Brexit, but we advise people not to
set up their own smuggling networks.
“This is not the 18th century.”

Stockholm Woman Has Gin Glass Surgically Removed From Hand

A groundbreaking new surgical procedure has
successfully removed a large round gin glass

from the hand of one Stockholm woman, allowing
her to post selfies of something other than her
with a pint of gin, tonic and ice in her hand.
Connie Fingersson had become hopelessly fused
to the glass over the last year, resulting in every
photo of her across her social media platforms
looking almost exactly the same.
With the glass usually full of needlessly expensive
gin, needlessly expensive tonic, needlessly
expensive ice and a curl of lime peel which was
somehow more expensive per ounce than
platinum, Connie was forced to bring the glass
with her to birthday parties, work nights out, 21sts,
weddings and christenings, until doctors managed
to free her from her affliction.

We made a series of incisions around the skin
where it met the glass said Dr. Raymond

Keane, surgical expert and part-time gin drinker.
And from there we were able to minimise damage
to the hand, while removing the glass intact. It was
tricky, and took several hours… she literally fused
to the damn thing. Just check out her Instagram if
you don’t believe me. Every picture, she’s putting
on a brave face, but the glass is there always. She
even has up to 230 pictures of her trying to enjoy
a night in watching TV with her dog, and there’s
the massive glass of gin front and center. Poor
soul, it must have been hell.
Connie is said to be recovering after her operation,
and has vowed to stick to shots in future as the
glass is much more discreet if it gets stuck to her
hand again.



Foremost we would like to acknowledge Double Decker and Mad Swede
who have laboured tirelessly over the last two years to make Interscandi

Halstahammar the triumph it turned out to be.  Not forgetting the considerable
help they received from members of the Stockholm, Göthenburg,  Leksand
and last but not least the West Aros Hashes who’s  combined help was
undeniable.....
Hashers arriving from afar collected their goodies on the Friday and then sat
for a quick lunch followed by numerous beers and crafting with old friends.
Come evening a good dinner was served with more beers and wines after
which MaliBog announced the Full Moon trail was to start at 10pm, this did
not attract anyone until John Cleese shouted lets walk it, so that they did
with beers in hand. There’s more than one way to kill a horse they say.
Saturday morning  everyone decided to have a bit of a lay in to breakfast time with the dreaded exception of Bouncer and Angle
from the Brighton Hash skedaddling of Örebro to do the park Run at 9.30 am, a mere 80 Km away.
There where a number of trails to decide on, The Ballbreaker at 18 Km, and long, medium and short trails with a walkers trail

for the walking wounded.
Somehow in this remarkable
confusion the hares had managed
to get all the different groups to
assemble at the main drink stop
adjacent to one of the locks, really
amazing. And people thought
going to the Moon was
challenging.
Finally after rambling the many

picturesque and scenic trails following the canals and rivers, crossing the many locks and weirs of this old industrial and metal
manufacturing area we all managed to find our ways back for the copious circle where humorous down downs were given far
too many for me to commit to memory, must have been the abundant beers on tap clouding what was left of my mind.
There was a slender break after the circle
closed where some took showers while
other partook of recreational beers or both,
thereafter we all dressed up in our Hash
refinery, and we all know what Hasher have
the audacity to dress in, would make even
the circus clowns look shabby. Dinner and
drinks were to be served at the ‘Folkets
Hus’ which was a mere 2 Km trek so of
we proceeded in a sort of a diss-
orderliness to where a scrumptious Hash
gourmet banquet was served and need I mention, more beers and wines and more beers. And the Band played on on.

Finally the festivities were over with hashers falling asleep on chairs so the long trek home begun, some walked in the moonlight,
other took taxis, some were stopped by the local fuzz wondering who this throng of degenerates where in this otherwise peaceful
haven of Sweden.
We had one last trail to do on the Sunday, ‘The Hangover Run’ which lived up to it’s name organised by VD Viking and Ingrid
Larsen with a longish, shortish and walkers trail supplemented by two drinks stops and another marvellous view of the lake
where some brave fools decided to take a dip alltho’ being told beforehand  not to do so because of canal reparations and came
out covered in filth.
A hearty thanks to everyone involved in making this Interscandi work and it’s on on to Tallinn for Interscandi 2021...OnOnMaliBog124 Harrier
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STOCKHOLM ABSOLUT HASH
---onon---

Run 827 Sat 13th July @ 15:00
Hares:  John Cleese & Horneytail

Where: Mariefred
---onon---

Run 828 Sat 27th July @ 15.00
Hares: Pippi & Rosé - Where TBA

---onon---
Run 829 Sat 10th Aug @ TBA

Hare: Smelly Con Feet
Where: South Ljusterö

---onon---
Run 830 Sat 24th Aug @ 11:00

Hares: MaliBog, Red Horse & Ramblin’ Rod

THE DECLINING HARE ANCESTRY
STOCKHOLM UNDERGROUND HASH

---onon---
RUN 1293 Wed 3rd July 2019 @ 6.30 am

Hare: Termite
Where: TBA
---onon---

RUN 1294 Wed 10th July 2019 @ 6.30 am
Hare: Moneypenny & Nobby the Hash

Where: TBA
---onon---

RUN 1295 Wed 17th July 2019 @ 6.30 am
Hares: Violence: Where TBA

---onon---
RUN 1296 Wed 24th July 2019 @ 6.30 am
Hare: Titan Dick - Where: T Rådmansgatan

---onon---
RUN 1297 Wed 31st July 2019 @ 6.30 am

Hare & Where: TBA
---onon---

RUN 1297 Wed 7th Aug 2019 @ 6.30 am
Hare & Where: TBA

---onon---
RUN 1297 Wed 14th Aug 2019 @ 6.30 am
Hares: Overdrive & POFire & Where: TBA

---onon---
RUN 1297 Wed 21st Aug 2019 @ 6.30 am

Hare: Sir MaliBog Barfday Run
Where: Farsta Strand

---onon---
RUN 1297 Wed 28th Aug 2019 @ 6.30 am

Hare: Bad Pitt’s Water Run
Where: Kvarnholmen

VISIT THE STOCKHOLM HASH HOMEPAGE
http://www.hash.st
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Her Majesty greets a Stylish Woman
and a Scruffy Geezer in a crumpled suit

To commemorate this State Visit
An Exclusive Menu was prearranged by

‘The Palace’
To replicate the culinary expertise

of the visitor nation.

THE MONTH OF JUNE
June has been a rather exciting month starting with the

Chunderground Hash on the 5th June with the 2½ Km trail
with the options of completing just one or all four with a beer
stop at the start/finish a total of 10km doing all four.
Next day we had Swedish National Day run on the 6th June
where there was a lot of cross dressing and almost everyone
wore blue and yellow of yellow and blue.
Several Drink Stops in the centre of town whereas we manged
to confuse and delight the ordinary citizens and bedazzle the
tourists on this hot sunny day. A large and lengthy circle was
organized in a hill in one of Stockholm parks.
Later on Saturday 15th June is was the Mites to send everyone
adrift the forests of Sergletorp where the hashers had to compete
with the mosquitoes for breathing space, deep in the forest a
drink stop was found and for those wishing to escape the
mossies a dip in the tepid water of the lake was most welcome.
Later yet another drink stop this time on a hillock away from
most of the mossies. A short run and we were at the Termite
Hive where beers food and a sauna were all available.
Following Wednesday it’s time again for the Anul Jazz in June

BYP BBQ run. A short
run of less than 6 km but
with fences to climb,
derelict buildings to cross
and other obstacles with
a DS leading to the new
footbridge, now officially
opened after the Hash
run across.
Possibly the Mother of
all ‘DS’ stops on the
BBQ Run. ‘D’ meaning
Beer and Southern
Comfort Whiskey with
Blood Orange....
‘S’ meaning Sill (Baltic
Herring) in a selection of
Wasabi/Horse Radish,

Mustard and White sauces.Added Chilli Spiced Cheese with
Leksand’s Hardbread  Runners, Walkers and a Swimmers trails
all meeting at the BBQ at the Maison Cheval Rouge, great time
had by the 30 odd hashers, and I mean odd, good weather and
good food and drinks, what more can you ask?
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The Anul SPOR&DIC Midsummer Run again in Haga Park organized by Ingrid Larsen & VD Viking who
designated Sprintosaurus as the hare who laid a loooong trail of 2km which took us up to the top of the
hill, and when we were up we were up, and when we came down, we were down but when we were only
halfway down we were neither up or down down down and when down the pack finds itself on the wrong
side of the a security sign which is to stop people entering but with the Hash we have to somehow escape
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First on the scene, for this warm July evening run at The
Crabtree, a pub on the outskirts of Lower Beeding deep in

the heart of the West Sussex Weald, were Banker and Malibog
who somehow  managed to arrive 30 minix early.
The Brightonians started to
arrive some 15 minix later
and duly evolved into quite a
large and varied pack
including one dog.
Go-days were made all
round as the visitors
introduced themselves to this
pack of rather uncouth and
unruly hooligans.
A choral moan went up as the
hare arrived, he having a
renown for laying long hard
runs. A few words about the
run which nobody really listened to, a few shoe laces tightened,
the dog watered and they were ready to leave.
The run started by heading straight out the end of the car park
and down the hill, after being told by the Hare. Simple really.
So why did two of the local hashers hurtle off in the opposite
direction like demented fools? Did they know something the
rest of the pack didn’t one wonders.
The road part did not last long however as a quick left led the
pack onto a narrow path overgrown on one side with the jagged
leaves covered with stinging hairs of the nettle plant and to the
other the evergreen prickly holly shrub, both seemingly
competing to sting or tear the legs of the passing hashers. Even
worse was to come but for the moment the pack was to be
seen trying to skip hop and jump over the protruding branches
and stems of the stinging leaves
With great relief the pack soon headed out into an open meadow
inhabited by a large heard of Merinos who gave the hashers a
sly look and a wide berth possible trying to see if there where
any Kiwis lurking in the back of the pack.
Banker spent a large part of his time extolling the delights of the
Sussex countryside and in doing so managed to lose himself at
least twice during the first half of the run. Meanwhile MaliBog
spent most of his time looking at the ground about three yards
in front trying not to trip up on the many tree-roots criss-crossing
the trail.
Banker and Malibog did however come together in good
Stockholm style by finding the trail from a very difficult check
with a mark tucked neatly away nestling behind an old brown
barn.
So away they went whistles blowing, on-oning followed by the
grateful pack only to miss a mark further down the trail, shooting
of to the left (the trail going to the right) and after about 300
yards reaching a complete dead end. Thus undoing any respect
the locals might have gained for the two hardy visitors from
Stockholm.

The Absolut Hash Sussex BH7 Reunion Tour
(Brighton & Hove Haywards Heath Hassocks Hash House Harriers)
Run #1356 - 2004-06-14 - A Blast from The Past - 15 Years Ago

The run consisted of a lot of down hills and a load of fucking
up hills with one or two flattish bits thrown in to completely

stuff up the pack
The next check in the middle of a dark foreboding wood had

the pack running around in
ever-larger and larger  circles.
Fortunately a couple of
Brightton hashers, who
always seemed to get it more-
or-less right and after nearly
every check always seemed
to be in front of the other
runners going in roughly the
same direction, found the
correct trail although by this
time most of the pack were
well spread out over large
areas of the West Sussex

countryside.
At one point the main pack were on a narrow lane and the
others in a field running parallel, unfortunately they couldn’t hook
up owing to a 15 food high 5 foot wide bracken hedge-row
and were forced to make a half kilometre detour.
At last they came to what they call a main road in Sussex (just
enough room for two Land Rovers to pass each other) and
were informed by those who pretend to know that they were in
the middle of nowhere and miles from Crabtree’s amber fluids.
Waiting slightly for the lost runners to arrive the pack entered a
farm lane minutes after a heard of Jerseys had past along and it
was our pleasure to plow through the piles of wet dung left in
their wake….
It was hot and it was sticky and the pack was hot and the pack
was sticky and the two Stockholm ex-pats asked. “My God
what happened to the Beer Stop”, nothing happened to it, there
just wasn’t one they were politely informed.
Well it could only get better they thought as the pack entered a
corn field and somehow managed to wake the occupants of a
wasp nest, a sting here and a sting there and, hastening the
pace, they entered into a rather pleasant wooded common.
This last part of the run seemed to be easy which lulled the
pack into a false sense of security - you crafty bastard hare –
and it was not long before the pack was once again split into
three separate groups heading out in three entirely opposite
directions.
Fortunately the pack found itself again and the last part was
made easier by the fact that the last ½ mile was downhill and
along a nice even concrete road.
The pack had probably forgotten all about the rest of the trail
by the time they ran into the car park, the only thing on their
minds being the pints of ale ready to be ably consumed at the
visitors end of Crabtree’s public bar.
A Good Run with the hare forgiven and the ales and beers
begotten....................................................................On-On136 Harrier
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